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QUESTION 1

You need to recommend a solution that meets the data recovery requirement. What should you include in the
recommendation? 

A. A differential backup 

B. A transaction log backup 

C. Snapshot isolation 

D. A database snapshot 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to create the CustomerAccess table to support the reporting and performance requirements. 

Develop the solution by selecting and arranging the required code blocks in the correct order. 

You may not need all of the code blocks. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Note: 

* Scenario: During your investigation, you discover that the sales force reports are causing significant contention. 

* Step 1: add filegroup 

* Step 2: add file 

* Step 3: create table on filegroup 

/ CREATE TABLE ON { | filegroup | "default" } 

Specifies the partition scheme or filegroup on which the table is stored. 
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QUESTION 3

You need to recommend a solution that addresses the installation issues. What should you include in the
recommendation? 

A. Windows logins 

B. Server roles 

C. Contained users 

D. Database roles 

Correct Answer: C 

*

 Scenario: Installation Issues 

The current version of the ERP application requires that several SQL Server logins be set up to function correctly. Most
customers set up the ERP application in multiple locations and must create logins multiple times. 

*

 Creating contained users enables the user to connect directly to the contained database. This is a very significant
feature in high availability and disaster recovery scenarios such as in an AlwaysOn solution. If the users are contained
users, 

in case of failover, people would be able to connect to the secondary without creating logins on the instance hosting the
secondary. This provides an immediate benefit. 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to recommend a solution that resolves the missing data issue. The solution must minimize the amount of
development effort. What should you recommend? 

A. Denormalize the Products table. 

B. Denormalize the OrderDetails table. 

C. Normalize the OrderDetails table. 

D. Normalize the Products table. 

Correct Answer: D 

* Scenario: 

/ Missing Data Issues 

Customers report that when they make a price change in the Products table, they cannot retrieve the price that the item
was sold for in previous orders. 

/ The current database schema contains a table named OrderDetails. The OrderDetails table contains information about
the items sold for each purchase order. 
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OrderDetails stores the product ID, quantities, and discounts applied to each product in a purchase order. The product
price is stored in a table named Products. 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to recommend an isolation level for usp_UpdateOrderDetails. Which isolation level should recommend? 

A. Read committed 

B. Repeatable read 

C. Read uncommitted 

D. Serializable 

Correct Answer: B 

*

 Scenario: Databasel will also contain a stored procedure named usp_UpdateOrderDetails. The stored procedure is
used to update order information. The stored procedure queries the Orders table twice each time the procedure
executes. The rows returned from the first query must be returned on the second query unchanged along with any rows
added to the table between the two read operations. 

*

 REPEATABLE READ Specifies that statements cannot read data that has been modified but not yet committed by
other transactions and that no other transactions can modify data that has been read by the current transaction until the
current transaction completes. 
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